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New CSA projects: environmental and economic assessment of discharges from oil and gas operations; permitting the first development/production operation in the eastern Gulf of Mexico; multidisciplinary environmental services in the Caspian Sea off Azerbaijan; oil and oil dispersants toxicity program. Resources (Continental Shelf Associates, Inc.). [1994]; 3;2.


Oil and Gas Journal. September 6, 1993; 91 (36):1-3. ISSN: 0030-1388.

OGJ newsletter: more than 100 insurance companies filed a lawsuit against Exxon ... IPAA and more than two dozen oil and gas industry associations have asked for a preliminary injunction against the U. S.
Department of Interior ... Iran plans to speed privatization of its petrochemical industry.


OGJ newsletter: ... oil spill response vessel working in Alaska's Cook Inlet last week caused a spill ... about 20,440 bbl of crude spilled into the Mediterranean ... as much as 5,000 bbl of crude spilled near Zaragoza, northeast Columbia ... even as industry makes some headway on environmental matters in California ... socioeconomic Accounting Office contends poor management has stalled environmental restoration under Exxon's ... a major oil spill test burn off Newfoundland appears to be a success ...
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